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the cure just as well."   In a report dealing with various business
transactions that he carried through for the firm, he continues:
" But enough of business.   It is a pleasure to be able to pass to
memories of Stockholm and Dalaro.   What jolly times I had
then, compared to now!   One realises what one loses by changing
relations and friends for mere casual acquaintances with whom
one can spend some pleasant hours, but from whom one parts
with as little regret as from an old, worn-out coat/'   His next
letter is written from Berlin during his journey home ; " I am
now at last beginning to hope that I shall soon see the end of this
nomadic existence and be able to turn to one of greater activity.
It is really time that it ended, because it is beginning to become
boring not merely on account of the monotony, to which one
would sooner or later become accustomed, but also because I feel
that I am a burden to my parents and brothers instead of being
able to help them, and although I have not succeeded in recovering
my health as I had hoped (I believe my stay at Stockholm and
at Dalaro did my health more good than my whole stay at
Franzensbad), still I shall go home as soon as I have succeeded
in finishing such business as I still have to do here in Berlin,   I
long for home more than I can say, and would Eke to be home on
the twenty-first of this month, which will be my twenty-first
birthday."   When he got home he wrote to his uncle again asking
him " to give to grandmother, out of the money standing on
account, the whole of the allowance promised up to June, 1855;
and we, Mamma and all of us, beg you, my dear uncle, not to allow
her to be too careful with it, for, with God's help, it will last anyway,
and we should all be so glad to be able to give her a little pleasure."
The last letter of this period to his uncle is dated March, 1855 •
" It is now two months since I received your kind letter, but a
tedious journey into the interior of Russia prevented me from
answering it; such a journey is a perfectly legitimate exqise, as
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